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Key Points: 

 Large asymmetric shear strain rate was found in the 2007-2015 post-Kokoxili 2001 

earthquake GPS velocities; 

 Postseismic transient deformation diffused away from the coseismic rupture through 

time; 

 Modeling the geodetic data requires lower crustal heterogeneity in the northern 

Tibetan Plateau. 
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Abstract 

We use Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements across the Xidatan segment of 

the Kunlun fault in the Tibetan Plateau to investigate the surface deformation following the 

2001 Mw 7.8 Kokoxili earthquake. We find significant post-seismic deformation during the 

period 2007-2015, characterized by an asymmetric shear across the 2001 rupture, with 

average velocities reaching ~10 mm/yr about 30-45 km south of the coseismic rupture. We 

also find that the postseismic transients diffused away from the coseismic rupture through 

time, with a shift of the maximum transient rates from ~20-30 km south of the rupture in 

2001-2002 to ~30-45 km in 2007-2015. Viscoelastic relaxation is the dominant physical 

process during the period 2007-2015. The estimated effective viscosity of the lower crust 

beneath the Songpan-Ganzi terrane is 2×1018-3×1018 Pa s from the 2001-2002 data, and it has 

increased to ~2×1019 Pa s for the period 6 to 14 years after the event. The large asymmetry in 

the postseismic deformation field indicates a laterally heterogeneous lower crust beneath the 

northern Tibetan Plateau. Viscoelastic relaxation models show that the viscosity of the lower 

crust beneath the Qaidam basin is ~2 and ~4 times larger than the viscosity of the lower crust 

beneath the Songpan-Ganzi terrane in 2001-2002 and 2007-2015, respectively. Based on 

these data and results from previous studies, we postulate that the Kunlun fault itself is not 

the unique rheological boundary and that additional domains with viscosity increasing from 

the Qiangtang terrane to the Qaidam basin appear to be required. 

 

Plain Language Summary 

Viscoelastic relaxation of earthquake-induced deviatoric stress change can last for several 

decades. In 2001, the Mw7.8 Kokoxili earthquake occurred along the Kunlun fault in the 

northern Tibetan Plateau. GPS measurements in the first two decades after the 2001 event 

show (1) that postseismic transients diffused away from the fault and (2) that postseismic 

transients are asymmetric across the coseismic rupture. We find that lower crustal viscosity 

heterogeneity leads to the observed asymmetric deformation. Although geodetic data 

constraints with better spatial and temporal coverage are needed, we find that lower crustal 

viscosity may exhibit northward stepwise increase across the Jinsha River suture, Kunlun 

fault, and the southern margin of the Qaidam basin. Our findings provide new constraints on 

the lithospheric structure and tectonic deformation in the northern Tibetan Plateau. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Tectonic setting 

The Kunlun fault (KLF) is a ~1500-km-long left-lateral strike-slip fault in the northern 

Tibetan Plateau, accommodating the eastward escape of the plateau (Tapponnier et al., 2001; 

Yin & Harrison, 2000). The KLF runs through the southern portion of the Kunlun Shan 

between the Songpan-Ganzi terrane to the south and the Qaidam Basin to the north (Figure 1). 

Its slip rate estimated from millennial-scale geomorphic offsets is roughly uniform at 10-12 

mm/yr along its central segment (longitude 94°E-101°E) (Li et al., 2005; Van der Woerd et 

al., 1998; Van Der Woerd et al., 2002), and it might decrease to less than 2 mm/yr along its 

~150-km-long eastern tip (Kirby et al., 2007). Geodetic slip rates at the decadal time scale 

have been found either to be uniform within the range 6-15 mm/yr along the central section  

(Chen et al., 2004; Loveless & Meade, 2011; Meade, 2007; Thatcher, 2007; Wang et al., 

2001) or to be distinctly exhibiting a linear, eastward decrease from ~20 mm/yr to a couple of 

millimeters per year (Gan et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2013). 

 

Most segments of the KLF ruptured through a series of M>7 earthquakes during the past 100 

years (Figure 1), except the XidatanDongdatan and Maqu segments (Wen et al., 2007). The 

most recent earthquake is the November 14th 2001 Mw7.8 Kokoxili event, which ruptured for 

over ~420 km along the Kusai Lake segment of the Kunlun fault and the Kunlun Pass fault 

(longitude 90.2°E94.8°E) (Klinger et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2002), with peak offset reaching 

~7-8 m (Klinger et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006). Other M>7 historical earthquakes include the 

1937 Ms7.5 Tuosuo Lake earthquake, the 1963 Ms7.0 Alake Lake earthquakes, and the 1973 

Ms7.3 and 1997 Mw7.6 Manyi earthquakes along the western splay of the KLF (Guo et al., 

2007; Wen et al., 2007). The XidatanDongdatan segment is therefore considered as a 

seismic gap. 

1.2 Previous studies of the regional lithospheric structure 

How we interpret the patterns of lithospheric deformation within and around the Tibetan 

Plateau depends to some extent on where the strength resides in the lithosphere. One of the 

representative models proposed so far to explain the large-scale topography and growth of the 

Tibetan Plateau is the so-called "channel flow" model, in which a relatively weak (long-term 

viscosity potentially lower than 1×1018 Pas) middle and lower crust is decoupled from the 

elastic upper crust and the underlying strong viscoelastic upper mantle (Beaumont et al., 2001; 

Clark & Royden, 2000; Royden et al., 1997). 

 
Some geophysical studies lend support to the crustal “channel flow” model for the northern 

Tibetan Plateau because some geophysical observations, such as high conductivity from 

magnetotelluric studies (Bai et al., 2010; Unsworth et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2001), high 

seismic attenuation (Fan & Lay, 2002; Rodgers & Schwartz, 1998), and seismic anisotropy 

(Shapiro et al., 2004), were interpreted as evidence that channel(s) of partial melt exists in the 

middle and lower crust. However, the physics relating electrical conductivity and seismic 

attenuation to the strength (viscosity) is not well understood, and thus an alternative 

interpretation that does not rely on the presence of widespread partial melt has also been 

proposed (Vergne et al., 2002).  

 

However, most geodetic studies on earthquake-cycle deformation along the KLF constrained 

by GPS/InSAR measurements do not fully support the lower crustal “channel flow” model 

(e.g., Clark & Royden, 2000; Royden et al., 1997). Those geodetic studies provide 
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independent constraints on the rheological properties of the lithosphere in this region. Those 

studies can be categorized into two groups according to the time span of interest and how the 

data are interpreted: (1) modeling postseismic deformation that relies on postseismic 

observations several years/decades after an earthquake (Diao et al., 2011; He et al., 2018; 

Ryder et al., 2011; Shao et al., 2008; Wen et al., 2012) and (2) modeling earthquake-cycle 

deformation in which geodetic observations, at any stage of the earthquake cycle, result both 

from interseismic strain accumulation and postseismic relaxation (DeVries & Meade, 2013; 

Hilley et al., 2005; Hilley et al., 2009). Depending on the model settings and data constraints, 

the estimated effective viscosities of the viscoelastic medium vary, but they are typically 

larger than 1018 Pa s, with the preferred values around 1-2×1019 Pa s. These findings are not 

consistent with the preferred lower crustal viscosity for the central Tibetan Plateau in the 

“channel flow” model (e.g., Clark & Royden, 2000; Royden et al., 1997). 

Meanwhile, some geophysical studies reveal lithospheric heterogeneity in the northern 

Tibetan Plateau. Previous magnetotelluric and seismological studies highlighted lithospheric 

structure contrasts from the Songpan-Ganzi terrane, south of the KLF, to the Qaidam Basin, 

north of the KLF. These studies suggest that the crust may exhibit a sharp ~10-20 km 

thinning from the Songpan-Ganzi terrane to the Qaidam Basin (Karplus et al., 2011; Zhu & 

Helmberger, 1998). The lithospheric structure contrast is also indicated by a mechanical 

heterogeneity, which include higher Poisson’s ratio (Owens & Zandt, 1997), higher 

conductivity (Unsworth et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2001), and lower seismic velocities (Yang et 

al., 2012) in the lower crust beneath the Songpan-Ganzi terrane. 

 

However, where the heterogeneity occurs remains unclear. The KLF itself may be a major 

rheological boundary because pervasive middle and lower crustal conductors may abruptly 

terminate beneath the Songpan-Ganzi terrane (Unsworth et al., 2004) and a major pocket of 

low shear-wave velocity may be present in the middle crust (Yang et al., 2012) just south of 

the KLF. On the other hand, most geological and geophysical studies put the heterogeneity 

boundary somewhere north of the KLF (along the southern margin of the Qaidam Basin), but 

then we cannot specifically identify the associated geologic structures. For example, Moho 

offset (Karplus et al., 2011; Zhu & Helmberger, 1998), south- (Yin et al., 2007) or north-

vergent (Meyer et al., 1998)  crustal thrust faults are possible candidates. Furthermore, the 

lithospheric structure across the KLF may exhibit second order complexities. For example, a 

rheological transition zone may be present between the KLF and the Qaidam Basin (Le Pape 

et al., 2012). 

1.3 Motivation of this study 

If the main boundary for the mechanical properties of the lithosphere is located along the 

KLF, asymmetric deformation is expected to be observed across the KLF. During the pre-

Kokoxili earthquake period, however, no asymmetric deformation pattern could be observed 

with the sparse GPS observations (Wang et al., 2003b; Zhang et al., 2004). Similarly, 

asymmetric coseismic deformation is not significant because GPS- and InSAR-derived 

coseismic deformation fields only showed minor differences in the peak deformation between 

the two sides of the rupture (Lasserre et al., 2005; Ren & Wang, 2005), with a maximum of 

10% to 20% larger displacement on the southern side compared to the northern side (Lasserre 

et al., 2005; Wan et al., 2008). Conversely, postseismic GPS and InSAR (Zhao et al., 2018) 

observations exhibit remarkable asymmetry: in the first year, the ratio of asymmetry is ~2, 

and it increases to more than 3 during the following years (see section 3). 
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If all the pre-Kokoxili, coseismic, and postseismic geodetic observations do show asymmetric 

deformation, modeling all the data would enable us to investigate the mechanical 

heterogeneity at lithospheric scale. Indeed, interseismic deformation is sensitive to 

mechanical properties of the upper elastic layer and perhaps the underlying platosphere; 

coseismic deformation is sensitive to elastic structure of the crust; postseismic deformation is 

sensitive to viscoelastic properties of the lower crust and upper mantle. Because the crust 

beneath the northern Tibetan Plateau is rather thick and (because) the earthquake-induced 

deviatoric stress change in most sections of the uppermost mantle may be too low to drive 

active postseismic viscoelastic flow, post-Kokoxili GPS data probably reflect only 

postseismic physical processes above a certain depth (not significantly deeper than the Moho 

depth). 

 

In this study, we present a new data set consisting of 10 continuous GPS (cGPS) sites (at 

most) located along a ~320-km-long profile obliquely crossing the Xidatan segment of the 

KLF (longitude ~94°E, Figures 1 and 2). Our cGPS network, progressively installed since 

2007, complements previous 2003-2010 InSAR measurements (Ryder et al., 2011; Wen et al., 

2012; Zhao et al., 2018) and 2001-2007 GPS (He et al., 2018; Ren & Wang, 2005), thus 

enabling us to quantify the slower, “more steady” part of the postseismic phase. Based on the 

asymmetric pattern as seen in the post-Kokoxili GPS measurements, we thoroughly explore 

the effects of lower crustal heterogeneity on the postseismic deformation, which has not been 

addressed well in previous geodetic studies. 

 

The following conventions are used in this study. We refer to “secular velocities” as the pre-

earthquake velocities that describe the steady motion late in the seismic cycle. The steady 

motion and postseismic transients in the post-earthquake GPS position time series can be 

characterized by linear and logarithmic/exponential functions, respectively. The best-fit linear 

rates—the “nominally interseismic velocities”—are not always the secular velocities but may 

include residual short-term and/or long-term postseismic transients (Liu et al., 2015). For the 

post-earthquake observations exhibiting quasi-steady motion (e.g., our Xidatan observations), 

linear function provides a good fit to the observations, and the best-fit velocities are a sum of 

secular velocities and postseismic transients (equivalent to the residual postseismic transients 

in the nominally interseismic velocities, see section 2.3). 

 
This paper is organized as follows: We first present the GPS data, showing that significant 

post-seismic deformation was still occurring during the period 2007-2015, and we then 

describe their main characteristics (section 2). We follow this by discussing how the pre-

Kokoxili deformation models can be used to extract the postseismic transients in the 

velocities averaged over the period 2007-2015 (section 3), showing that (1) postseismic 

transients reach a maximum of ~10 mm/yr, at ~30-45 km south from the KLF and (2) 

postseismic transients are at least three times larger south of the KLF than to the north of the 

KLF. In section 4, we focus on modeling the observed deformation pattern, and we show that 

lateral variations of rheological properties of the lower crust from the Qiangtang and 

Songpan-Ganzi terranes to the Qaidam basin are required to explain the geodetic observations. 

Finally, we compare our results with GPS- and InSAR-based models and discuss the 

implications of our results for the rheology of the northern Tibetan Plateau. 
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2 Data 

2.1 XidatancGPS data 

We use the GAMIT/GLOBK software 10.6 release (Herring et al., 2015) to analyze the cGPS 

data from our network (hereafter referred as the XDT network), together with cGPS data of 

16 sites from the Crustal Movement Observation Network of China (CMONOC) and 42 sites 

from the International GNSS Service (IGS, http://www.igs.org) GPS sites (Figure S1). The 

GPS position time series are first expressed in the International Terrestrial Reference Frame 

2008 (ITRF2008, (Altamimi et al., 2011)). In a second step, to improve the quality of the 

time series, we remove outliers, correct for offsets, and remove the regional common mode 

errors (Text S1 in the supporting information). Finally, “realistic” velocity uncertainties are 

estimated using the method of Langbein (2017) that accounts for time-correlated noise. 

 

Shown in Figure 2 are the position time series relative to the Qaidam Basin. For most sites, 

the position time series spanning 2007-2015 exhibit seasonal signals fluctuating around the 

quasi-steady motion at constant velocity. However, subtle decay of velocity through time can 

be observed at sites DUOX and YZSE located within ~70 km south away from the Kunlun 

Pass fault (Text S1 in the supporting information). For instance, the one-year cumulative 

east-directed displacement at site DUOX decreases by ~4-5 mm from 2008-2009 to 2013-

2014. Nonetheless, given the overall small amplitude of velocity change through time, we 

will use constant best-fit velocities to the 2007-2015 position time series for subsequent 

analysis and discussion. 

 

The derived nominally interseismic velocities are further aligned into the same reference 

frame as the pre-Kokoxili CMONOC-I GPS velocities (Table 1, relative to stable Eurasia) by 

minimizing the postfit velocity residuals at co-located GPS sites away from the area of 

postseismic deformation within and around the Tibetan Plateau (Text S1 in the supporting 

information).  

2.2 Other GPS data 

In addition to our XDT cGPS data (Table 2), we also use published velocities from 

CMONOC-I/II GPS campaigns (Wang et al., 2003b; Zhang et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2017) 

and the post-Kokoxili GPS displacements (Ren & Wang, 2005) at sites lying along the 

Qingzang Road (west of our XDT profile).  

 

The CMONOC-I GPS velocities used in this study were derived from pre-Kokoxili GPS 

observations only, which were collected two or three times per year since the 1990s (Wang et 

al., 2003b). Although sparse, these data provide key constraints on decadal time scale 

interseismic (pre-Kokoxili) deformation field in the northern Tibetan Plateau. We will use 

this dataset to extract the postseismic transients in the section 3. GPS velocities averaged over 

2009-2015 at the CMONOC-II sites (Zheng et al., 2017) roughly cover the same observation 

period as our XDT network and are used in our discussion to improve the spatial coverage. 

 

The post-Kokoxili GPS observations along the Qingzang Road (hereafter called QZ profile) 

captured the early rapid postseismic transients during the first year after the earthquake 

(December 2001-November 2002,  (Ren & Wang, 2005)). Postseismic transients along QZ 

and XDT profiles, as well as in the CMONOC-II GPS velocities, are used to constrain 

postseismic physical processes associated with the 2001 event. 
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2.3 Analysis of GPS results 

2.3.1 Abnormal “pulse” in the fault-parallel post-2001.9 GPS velocities 

To get a first sense of the deformation signal included in the 2007-2015 velocities, we show 

pre-Kokoxili CMONOC-I GPS velocities, 2009-2015 CMONOC-II campaign GPS and 2007-

2015 XDT cGPS velocities on the same plot (Figure 3); we show the corresponding fault-

parallel and fault-perpendicular components in Figure 4. For both figures, we expressed the 

pre- and post-Kokoxili GPS velocities in a reference frame corresponding to the stable 

Qaidam basin (Text S1 in the supporting information). Because pre- and post-Kokoxili 

earthquake velocities agree within uncertainties in the far field (>150 km from the KLF), we 

can exclude any bias greater than 1-2 mm/yr coming from reference misalignment. 

Furthermore, as expected from their observation periods, we see a good consistency between 

the 2009-2015 CMONOC-II GPS and our 2007-2015 XDT GPS solutions. 

 

South of the KLF, over 200 km, the post-Kokoxili fault-parallel GPS velocity profile (2007-

2015 XDT and 2009-2015 CMONOC-II) exhibits a convex shape (Figure 4). Within 20 km 

of the fault, the fault-parallel velocities are ~15 mm/yr. About 30-45 km south from the KLF, 

the fault-parallel velocities peak at ~20 mm/yr, and then gradually decrease to an asymptotic 

value of 10-13 mm/yr farther south. The pattern of post-Kokoxili fault-parallel velocities 

observed north of the KLF is drastically different: no obvious concave shape is observed, and 

the differential velocity is less than 6 mm/yr. 

 
Unlike the 2007-2015 velocities, the pre-Kokoxili velocity profile (CMONOC-I GPS) shows 

an arctangent shape across the KLF, as classically observed for a locked strike-slip fault 

(Savage & Burford, 1973). No obvious asymmetry can be observed, unlike in the post-

seismic velocities. 

 

The differential fault-parallel velocities (2007/2009-2015 CMONOC-II/XDT minus 1994-

2001 CMONOC-I) resemble a pulse of accelerated velocities localized within ~200 km south 

of the fault, where velocity increases by several to ten millimeters per year, and then 

decreases to zero farther away from the fault. In the northern side, the lack of pre-Kokoxili 

velocities precludes any reliable comparison directly from the data. 

 

A standard interseismic dislocation model alone, with deep creep rate set at the far-field 

velocity below a certain locking depth, is not able to explain the observed pattern of post-

Kokoxili fault-parallel GPS velocities. The abnormal “pulse” of high velocities south of the 

KLF suggests that additional processes occurring below the upper crust are required to 

produce the observed excess of velocities within 150 km from the fault.  

2.3.2 Does the 2007-2015 GPS velocity field reflect a new interseismic state 6 years 

after the Kokoxili earthquake? 

Here, we test the possibility that the 2007-2015 GPS velocities represent a new interseismic 

steady state, rather than transient postseismic deformation. First, we use a standard screw 

dislocation model (Savage & Burford, 1973) to fit the 2007-2015 GPS velocities north of the 

Ganzi-Yushu fault. The high velocities and the sharp gradient across the KLF require slip rate 

largely exceeding 10 mm/yr and shallow locking depth. Taking the Kusai Lake segment as 

the main fault, this approach yields a slip rate of 15.6±1.5 mm/yr and a locking depth of 

6.9±2.0 km (see Text S2, Figures S5a and S5b). Alternatively, taking the Xidatan segment as 

the main fault, we find a slip rate of 13.4±1.1 mm/yr and almost full creep (locking depth of 
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0.6±0.8). These slip rates are several millimeters larger than the geologic long-term slip rate 

(Van Der Woerd et al., 2002), and are also significantly faster than the pre-Kokoxili far-field 

loading rate (Figure 5a, Text S2 in the supporting information). 

 
We also test the possibility that the Xidatan segment of the KLF, which did not rupture 

during the 2001 Kokoxili earthquake, might be creeping during the period 2007-2015. We 

find that the stress increment on the Xidatan segment due to the 2001 rupture (Figure S7) is 

negative for left-lateral slip on the shallowest 15 km of the fault. Thus, triggered post-

earthquake shallow creep is unlikely (Text S3 in the supporting information). We find a 

similar conclusion for shallow creep occurring along the Kusai Lake segment (Figure S8). 

 

Because the standard screw dislocation model is unable to explain the asymmetric pattern 

observed in the 2007-2015 GPS velocity profile, we also test the effect of elastic 

heterogeneity across the KLF fault in our model, using the method proposed in Lisowski et al. 

(1991) (Text S3 in the supporting information). For a locking depth of 15 km, the shear 

modulus across the fault (from the Songpan-Ganzi terrane to the Qaidam Basin) would need 

to increase at least ten folds (Figure 5b), which is an unrealistically large difference for this 

region (Yang et al., 2012). For a locking depth of ~6.0 km, the elastic heterogeneity required 

is closer to a possible contrast, around one (Figure 5a), and it can explain the observed 

gradient. However, this does not correctly predict the velocity 100 km away from the fault. 

Thus, these tests indicate that elastic heterogeneity in the crust is not the main causative 

factor in explaining the sharp strain rate gradient immediately adjacent to the fault after the 

2001 event. 

 

Furthermore, assuming that the period 2007-2015 already corresponds to a new interseismic 

state would imply that postseismic deformation lasted only during the first few years after the 

earthquake. If it would be the case, postseismic relaxation signals would be almost zero in the 

period 2007-2015 (section 3.4), and the effective viscosity of the lower crust would be greater 

than 1.01020 Pa s (1.01021 Pa s is also acceptable). That means that the effective viscosity 

of the lower crust increased by more than two orders in the first decade after the 2001 event, 

which is inconsistent with postseismic deformation modeling results for large strike-slip 

earthquakes elsewhere in the world (e.g., Bürgmann & Dresen, 2008). 

 

Therefore, the hypothesis of a new interseismic state in the period 2007-2015 does not hold, 

and a portion of the 2007-2015 XDT GPS velocities describe the slower “more steady” 

postseismic deformation. 

2.3.3Nature of the anomalies in the post-2001.9 GPS velocities 

Postseismic transients of the 2001 event are characterized by exponential decay with rapid 

change in the first few years and gradual change afterward (He et al., 2018; Ren & Wang, 

2005). Without evidence from direct measurements, little is known about how long the 

postseismic transients could last. For some historical earthquakes, such as the 1906 Mw7.9 

San Francisco earthquake (Kenner & Segall, 2000), postseismic transients are strong in the 

geodetic measurements during the first few decades, and may have lasted for a century. For 

the Kokoxili earthquake, postseismic transients may have been captured by the CMONOC-II 

and Xidatan GPS observations, because GPS data were collected near the eastern end of the 

2001 rupture during the first and second decades after the 2001 event. However, because the 

postseismic transients during this period appear to be at constant velocities, it is impossible to 

discriminate the secular deformation from postseismic transients in the GPS position time 

series, using classical GPS time series analysis alone, as it has been shown in the Mojave 
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shear zone (Liu et al., 2015; Savage & Svarc, 2009). If postseismic viscoelastic relaxation in 

a “weaker” lower crust (or even upper mantle) beneath the Songpan-Ganzi terrane would be 

more efficient than in the northern side of the KLF, it would not be surprising to find 

localized and asymmetric left-lateral shear in excess of the pre-Kokoxili deformation, as 

shown schematically by the green vectors in Figure 5c. 

3 Extracting the postseismic transients 

To be used as input data for subsequent modeling, we need to express our 2007-2015 

velocities with respect to the pre-Kokoxili interseismic state. Of course, when available, the 

best way to obtain secular velocities is to directly estimate the linear trends from pre-

earthquake observations. However, because GPS measurements across the KLF were mostly 

collected after the 2001 event, instead we had to use several pre-Kokoxili deformation 

models constrained by pre-Kokoxili CMONOC-I GPS velocities to attempt to recover secular 

velocities at the post-Kokoxili GPS sites. To obtain a reference result, we first present the 

residual postseismic transients (RPT) in the nominally interseismic GPS velocities at the GPS 

sites with both pre- and post-Kokoxili data.  

3.1 Postseismic signal from 1999-2014 campaign sites 

The benchmark RPT are defined as the excess of the nominally interseismic GPS velocities 

derived from post-Kokoxili observations relative to pre-Kokoxili velocities derived from pre-

Kokoxili observations. The nominally interseismic velocity of each component on each 

station is characterized by the v1 in the formula y1(t)=a1+v1t+plog(1+(t-t0)/τ), in which the 

position y1 at time t after the 2001 event is a function of linear trend at rate v1 and nonlinear 

postseismic transients characterized by the logarithmic function with relaxation time, τ, and t0 

is the time of the earthquake. The pre-Kokoxili velocity is the slope in the pre-Kokoxili GPS 

position time series (v2 in the formula y2(t)=a2+v2t, in which y2(t) are the pre-Kokoxili 

positions). 

 

Near the KLF, GPS measurements at JB30 and JB51 (Figure S9) are available for the period 

1999.3-2014 (Text S4 in the supporting information). Although a 2.5-years period before the 

November 2001 Kokoxili earthquake is short to get an accurate estimate of velocity from 3 to 

4 surveys, these data remain useful to evaluate the change observed after 2001. 

 

We find that JB51 shows ~5±1.6 mm/yr S78±12°E-directed motion relative to its pre-2001 

velocity (Figure 6). However, for the JB30, no clear change is found (~0.7±2.7 mm/yr 

N56±153°W-directed motion at JB30). Because JB30 and JB51 are on the opposite side of 

and at about the same distance from the fault, these results provide a direct observation of the 

asymmetric post-seismic deformation (asymmetric left-lateral shear parallel to the 2001 

rupture). 

3.2 Pre-Kokoxili earthquake deformation models 

The patterns of contemporary crustal deformation of the northern Tibetan Plateau are rather 

complex, because of the presence of block rotation, fault-locking effects (Meade, 2007; 

Thatcher, 2007), coseismic and postseismic transients of recent earthquakes (Ren & Wang, 

2005; Ryder et al., 2011), and distributed strain (Loveless & Meade, 2011; Zhang et al., 

2013). Nonetheless, the pre-Kokoxili strain-rate field should be continuous within the long 

and thin area in which both the pre- and post-Kokoxili GPS observations were collected. 

Given the limited number of pre-Kokoxili geodetic data and the complex deformation field, 

we have developed several alternative approaches to predict secular velocities at the post-
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Kokoxili GPS sites, and we discuss the pros and cons of these different approaches to 

estimate post-seismic transients. 

3.2.1 2D dislocation models 

In our 2D models, we use two buried screw dislocations to model strain accumulation on two 

regional active faults, one representing the Kunlun fault and the other one striking S73°E 

representing the Fenghuoshan segment of the Ganzi-Yushu fault. Other active faults in this 

region are not included, because the effects of elastic strain accumulation from those faults on 

our GPS velocities are minor (Text S5.1 in the supporting information). Since our data were 

collected along a profile crossing two sections of the Kunlun fault with slightly different 

strikes, we first assessed the effect of specifying strike of the screw dislocation on the 

modeling results (Text S5.2 in the supporting information). 

 

In the 2D models, fault-parallel velocities, v, result from the strain accumulation of the two 

faults incorporated, which can be described mathematically as 

  1 1

0 tan tan cos    
     

    

1 1 2 2

1 2

s x s x
v v

d d
  (1) 

in which s1 and s2 are the slip rates on the Kunlun and Ganzi-Yushu faults, respectively; d1 

and d2 are the locking depths of the two faults; v0 is used to translate the modeled velocities 

into the reference frame of the observed velocities (far-field zero velocity); x1 and x2 are the 

distances from the GPS sites to the two fault segments; and  accounts for the misalignment 

of the fault strikes. We use Monte Carlo simulation to explore potential uncertainties in the 

modeling results (Text S5.1 in the supporting information). We examine locking depths (d1 

and d2) between 5.0 km and 20.0 km, and cumulative slip rate (s1+s2) between 8.0 mm/yr and 

15.0 mm/yr. An additional a priori constraint is that the slip rate for the Kunlun fault must be 

larger than the slip rate for the Ganzi-Yushu fault (Chevalier et al., 2017; Van Der Woerd et 

al., 2002). 

 

We take the Kusai Lake segment of KLF striking S82°E as the main fault (Text S5.2 in the 

supporting information). In the optimal model, the Kunlun fault slips at ~6.4 mm/yr below 

18.2 km, and the Ganzi-yushu fault creeps at 4.1 mm/yr below 16.1 km. While the minimum 

weighted residual sum of squares (WRSS) is ~1.7, the results show that a series of other 

models are also acceptable with a similar fit to the data (Figure 4). In the following analysis, 

any model with data misfit greater than the optimal model but within the 70% confidence 

level is chosen as an acceptable candidate model. 

 

The residual post-Kokoxili velocities with respect to all acceptable models define potential 

range of postseismic transients in the nominally interseismic CMONOC-II and XDT GPS 

velocities (Figures 6 and 7). The potential postseismic transients in the CMONOC-II and 

XDT GPS velocities roughly follow asymmetric left-lateral shear across the fault: the peak 

velocity values on the southern side are 2 to 3 times larger than on the northern side. Except 

for the abnormal and poorly-constrained postseismic transients at some GPS sites (e.g., 

abnormal pattern at J377, and poorly-constrained pattern at G344 and QHTT, see Text S5.2 

in the supporting information for more discussions), postseismic transients south of the KLF 

are well defined and approximately follow a unimodal “pulse” with a peak at ~30-45 km 

south of the fault. Conversely, the locus of the postseismic transients maximum north of the 

fault is not well identified, located somewhere 20-50 km north of the fault. 
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3.2.2 Velocity interpolation 

We use a physically-based approach in which the secular velocities at target sites are derived 

from inversion of pre-Kokoxili GPS velocities on the basis of continuous deformation 

assumption (Shen et al., 1996; Shen et al., 2015) rather than a geometrically-based 

interpolation method (Haines & Holt, 1993), in order to avoid outlier errors influencing 

spatial differentiation between observations. This approach yields a RPT of 3.9±1.1 mm/yr in 

the direction N73±11°E at JB51, resulting in a large anticlockwise azimuth discrepancy of 

28° anticlockwise with respect to the benchmark result at that station (section 3.1). 

3.2.3 Elastic block models 

Because 2D screw dislocation models cannot be used to consider the rotation and fault-

normal components of deformation as well as the effects of geometrical fault complexities, 

we now assess the model performance of elastic block models in explaining the pre-Kokoxili 

GPS velocities. 

 

Both pre-Kokoxili GPS velocities and geologic slip rates are used to constrain the elastic 

block model (Text S6 in the supporting information). Of all the geologic slip rates used, the 

most important constraints are 11.5±2.0 mm/yr between 94°E and 99.6°E (Chevalier et al., 

2017; Van der Woerd et al., 1998; Van Der Woerd et al., 2002), 10.0±1.5 mm/yr on the Kusai 

Lake segment  (Li et al., 2005) along the Kunlun fault, and 6.0±2.0 mm/yr (Chevalier et al., 

2017) on the northern and central Ganzi-Yushu fault.  

 

The model fits the pre-Kokoxili GPS data along the Qingzang Road well (Figure S11), and 

the derived slip rates match the long-term geologic slip rates (Figure S12). The residuals at 

the XDT GPS sites (interseismic velocities minus model prediction) resemble asymmetric 

shear across the coseismic rupture (Figure 6). This approach yields a RPT at JB51 of 3.3±0.8 

mm/yr in the direction N84±10°E, which also does not match well the benchmark RPT 

(azimuth discrepancy of up to 17°).  

3.3 Assessing the model-dependent residual postseismic transients 

The first-order feature of the RPT derived in the previous sections is similarasymmetric left-

lateral shear across the 2001 rupture. But second-order features are different (Figure 6). 

Indeed, the reliability of the RPT derived in the previous sections depends on the inherent 

properties of each method and how well the data resolve the different model parameters. 

 

The merits of using 2D models for our purpose include: (1) few parameters need to be 

constrained, (2) convenience for exploring modeling uncertainties, and (3) good performance 

at the benchmark sites (e.g., JB51). Due to intrinsic limitations of the 2D models, however, 

the resulting RPT are parallel to the fault strike. This may be inappropriate to model effects 

near the ends of faults, which are expected at sites DUOX and YZSE (as shown in the RPT 

derived by the other two methods). When compared to the pre-Kokoxili data, the post-

Kokoxili data show excessive southward motion at sites DUOX and YZSE, and we therefore 

correct such a bias in the results from 2D models (post-Kokoxili fault normal velocity minus 

pre-Kokoxili rate, which is obtained from spatial interpolation at DUOX and YZSE). The 2D 

model-derived RPT at three sites along the trace of the Xidatan segment are close to zero, 

which is inconsistent with the RPT at other nearby sites. This is due to mis-location of these 

sites on the wrong side of the fault in the 2D model, resulting into inappropriate effects of 

fault locking on the Xidatan segment at these sites. 
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For the interpolation method, the velocity interpolated at each target site is a spatial average 

of the pre-Kokoxili velocities on both sides of the 2001 rupture (by optimizing relative 

weight between data and the spatial smoothing applied in the inversion). Because of the 

scarcity of the input data, this method provides us an over-smoothed deformation field. The 

RPT at JB51, for example, results in a significant azimuth bias (as well as at FHSN). The 

rates of the RPT at the sites within 70 km north of the Xidatan segment are in magnitude 1-2 

mm/yr larger than the rates derived from the 2D and 3D block models. The RPT show subtle, 

but non-negligible, northwest-directed motion at the three sites along the Xidatan segment, 

which exhibit spatial consistency with respect to the RPT at other nearby sites. This 

highlights the advantage of this method that can deal with the effect of fault-geometry 

complexities (here the coexistence of two fault segments with different strike) on the 

observed surface deformation. 

 

We do not place too much significance on the modeling results from elastic block models, 

although these models fit well data for the pre-Kokoxili GPS velocities along the Qingzang 

Road, and provide RPT similar to those from the interpolation method, with uncertainties less 

than 1 mm/yr obtained using standard error propagation. Indeed, limitations are: (1) 

parameters characterizing block motions are not well resolved, considering the distribution of 

GPS sites (sparse, isolated, and unevenly distributed) and the geometry of blocks (e.g., long, 

thin Bayan Har (Songpan-Ganzi) block), and hence, slip partitioning between the Kunlun and 

Ganzi-yushu faults is not well resolved; (2) the complexities in the deformation field, such as 

distributed strain, cannot be well evaluated. That is, the model predictions are sensitive to 

loosely resolved model parameters, making the level of uncertainties difficult to assess (Text 

S6 in the supporting information). 

 

Clearly seen from the comparisons presented above are the pros and cons of different 

realizations of the model-dependent RPT. The preferred models are those derived from the 

2D dislocation approach and from velocity interpolation method. However, we cannot assert 

here which one is better than the other. The weighted average of the three realizations of RPT 

is finally used to represent the pre-Kokoxili velocities at the CMONOC-II campaign GPS and 

XDT cGPS sites. The RPT derived from the 3D block model is down-weighted: 1-sigma 

uncertainties are respectively two times and six times larger for the east-directed and north-

directed RPT, making the standard deviations up to 1.3 mm/yr and 4.0 mm/yr for the east-

directed and north-directed components. 

3.4 New realization of postseismic relaxation time series 

Subtracting the secular deformation from the Xidatan GPS position time series, we obtain 

postseismic relaxation time series. The postseismic relaxation time series show (1) active 

postseismic transients at the near- and intermediate-field sites (Figure 8: YZSE and DUOX); 

and (2) asymmetric postseismic deformation across the fault (more active deformation to the 

south of the coseismic rupture). At site YZSE and DUOX, the 2008-2015 cumulative east-

west directed displacements are respectively 35-55 mm and 40-70 mm (70% confidence 

level). 

3.5 Diffusion of postseismic transients 

As coseismic stresses diffuses away from the source region, velocity “pulses” appear in the 

near- and intermediate-field GPS and InSAR observations that decay with time and propagate 

away from the fault into the adjacent regions (e.g., Li & Rice, 1987; Thatcher, 1983). This 

process is highlighted by a data compilation with 2001.9-2002.9, 2003.8-2004.9, and 
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2007/2009-2015 postseismic transients superimposed on the same figure (Figure 7). The 

amplitude of deformation has been asymmetric since the first year following the earthquake 

and it decreases with time. The peaks of early rapid deformation (red dots in Figure 7) are 

located respectively ~20-30 km south and 10-20 km north of the fault. Then, comparing the 

locations of peak of deformation between the period 2001.9-2002.9 and the period 2007-2015, 

GPS measurements show that postseismic transients following the 2001 diffuse away from 

the fault with time. South of the rupture, the locus of deformation shifted by ~10-25 km 

southward during the period 2002-2007. This pattern suggests that viscoelastic relaxation at 

greater depth took over the more rapid effect due to a combination viscoelastic relaxation 

plus afterslip in the shallower depth a few years after the 2001 event. 

4 Modeling postseismic deformation 

Poroelastic rebound (e.g., Peltzer et al., 1998), afterslip (e.g., Shen et al., 1994), and 

viscoelastic relaxation (e.g., Pollitz et al., 2001) are commonly used to interpret postseismic 

geodetic observations. Poroelastic rebound occurs as earthquake-induced pore-pressure 

changes dissipate in the porous shallow crust. The spatial scale of surface deformation caused 

by poroelastic rebound depends on where the earthquake-induced pressure changes are 

significant and might be limited to an area ~10-20 km from the coseismic rupture (e.g., 

Peltzer et al., 1998). For the Kokoxili case, the available post-Kokoxili GPS data do not allow 

resolving poroelastic effects, due to low spatial resolution of the GPS data. Furthermore, 

poroelastic rebound induces primarily vertical deformation (e.g., Peltzer et al., 1998), which 

is not visible in our cGPS time series. Hence, we only assess the role of afterslip and 

viscoelastic relaxation in the following sections. 

 

Note that postseismic transients of the 1997 Mw7.6 Manyi, 2008 Mw7.9 Wenchuan, 2008 

Mw7.1 Yutian, and 2008-2009 M6 Qaidam earthquakes are not considered in this study, as 

potential postseismic transients from these earthquakes should be small at our GPS sites. 

4.1 Choice of Kokoxili earthquake coseismic slip models 

Coseismic slip models are required to drive both afterslip on the fault plane and postseismic 

“flow” in the viscoelastic substrate. Two coseismic slip models, with vertical fault planes, 

were used to model the postseismic deformation for the 2001 event: one model was derived 

from surface offset data (Xu et al., 2002) and observed coseismic GPS displacements (Wang 

et al., 2003a) and the other model relies on InSAR observations (Lasserre et al., 2005). The 

GPS-derived slip model fits the GPS data well. The InSAR-derived slip model yields near-

field displacements smaller than the observed coseismic GPS displacements along the 

Qingzang Road. That model lacks enough coseismic slip on the Kunlun pass fault because of 

InSAR decorrelation in the vicinity of this fault section. The near-field deformation due to 

viscoelastic relaxation predicted from InSAR-derived slip model is thus smaller in amplitude 

than the one predicted from the GPS-derived slip model. 

 

In addition to these published slip models using vertical fault planes, we also consider the 

possibility of coseismic faulting on non-vertical fault planes. That is because (1) geodetic 

observations suggest a minor asymmetry in the coseismic deformation field (Ren & Wang, 

2005; Wan et al., 2008) and (2) geologic field work and optical image correlation present 

evidence for dip-slip motion in addition to strike-slip (Klinger et al., 2006). We tried to invert 

GPS-derived coseismic displacements (Wang et al., 2003a) and InSAR line-of-sight 

displacements  (Lasserre et al., 2005) for slip distribution on non-vertical coseismic rupture 

planes, and found that the data available cannot constrain a model consistent with 
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independent geological and geophysical observations for the Kunlun pass fault. The patterns 

of inverted coseismic slip exhibit primarily transtensional on a south-dipping Kunlun pass 

fault, which is inconsistent with geological and geophysical evidence for the presence of 

thrust motion (Klinger et al., 2006; Tocheport et al., 2006). Another candidate coseismic slip 

model (Wan et al., 2008) reveals reverse slip on a south-dipping Kunlun pass fault, which is 

inconsistent with geological field work showing that the northern side of the fault went up to 

the east of ~93°E (Klinger et al., 2006).  

 

In the follow-up modeling efforts, we will use the coseismic slip model of (Wang et al., 

2003a), which is the simplest model considering the ratio of asymmetry in coseismic 

deformation and the quality of geodetic data. 

4.2 Assessing the role of afterslip 

Afterslip on and below the coseismic rupture fault plane initiates immediately after an 

earthquake, and may last for few years (e.g., Bruhat et al., 2011). Viscoelastic relaxation also 

begins right after an earthquake, but for large earthquakes it may last several decades (e.g., 

Kenner & Segall, 2000; Vergnolle et al., 2003). Therefore, it is necessary to explore the 

relative importance of afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation processes in explaining the post-

Kokoxili deformation, particularly for the early rapid deformation. 

4.2.1 Kinematic afterslip inversion 

Kinematic afterslip models, no matter how simple they are, yield afterslip distributions that 

match well the 2001.9-2002.9 post-Kokoxili displacements (Figure S17). The estimated slip 

distribution may, however, be mechanically implausible because the magnitude of inverted 

slip may exceed the value allowed by coseismic stress loading. This is in part due to the fact 

that the inverse problem is intrinsically under-determined. This can also be due to that 

deformation caused by other mechanisms (viscoelastic relaxation) is mapped into afterslip. 

Nonetheless, such inversions are useful as they provide some hints about the post-Kokoxili 

physical processes at work below the coseismic rupture. For example, if deep afterslip is 

allowed to occur at depth between 16.5 km and 46.5 km, left-lateral afterslip is ~1.4 m 

between 92.4°E-93.7°E (Figure 9), which corresponds to 20% to 30% of the coseismic slip 

that occurred at shallow depth—between the surface and 16.5 km depth. The corresponding 

moment magnitude of the afterslip is 1.631020 N m, equivalent to a Mw7.44 earthquake 

(with a shear modulus 30 GPa), which is ~30% of the geodetic estimate for the coseismic 

moment magnitude. Note that the estimated afterslip is unrealistically large and we will 

further explore this issue in section 4.2.2.   

 

 

4.2.2 Stress-driven afterslip simulations 

To circumvent the limitations of kinematic slip inversion, while still consider the data 

available, we perform stress-driven afterslip simulations in which afterslip is the response to 

coseismically-induced stress changes. In the first test, frictionless afterslip at 16.5-46.5 km is 

required to relieve the coseismic stress change. In the second set of simulations, afterslip is 

governed by the frictional properties on the fault plane. 

 

To fit the 2001.9-2002.9 GPS displacements in the frictionless afterslip inversion, cumulative 

left-lateral slip, greater than 0.5 m with a maximum of 1.5 m just below the area of maximum 

coseismic slip, is located at depth of 16.5 to 34 km, below the region bearing most significant 
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coseismic slip (Figure 9). The estimated amplitude of slip corresponds to the upper bound 

permitted by the coseismic stress loading and the data. The geodetic moment magnitude of 

the afterslip is 1.71020 N m, equivalent to a Mw 7.45 earthquake. 

 

In the second stress-driven afterslip simulation, for simplicity, we assume that steady-state is 

attained immediately after the earthquake and rate-strengthening friction applies; afterslip is 

limited to regions on the fault plane below 16.5 km that is assumed to have rate-strengthening 

friction; only strike-slip component is considered (shear traction imparted by the coseismic 

rupture in the fault dip direction is minor with respect to that in the strike direction). Coupled 

afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation are not considered (at least stress reloading of the fault 

patches showing significant afterslip may be insignificant in the time period considered). Our 

methodology follows similar stress-driven afterslip simulations developed in previous studies 

(Barbot et al., 2009; Hearn et al., 2002). The initial velocity is determined by 

  
 

ref0 exp
 

    

Δτ
v v

A B 
 (2) 

in which (A-B) is the friction parameter,  is effective normal stress,  is coseismic shear 

stress change resolved in the strike direction, and vref is a reference velocity. Testing model 

parameters, we find that: (1) afterslip within the early post-Kokoxili GPS observation period 

is localized in the region showing significant positive coseismic shear stress change (Figure 

9); (2) as shown by decaying rates, the temporal evolution of afterslip follows a non-linear 

pattern, although the extent of non-linearity decreases with depth (Figure 10); (3) afterslip 

ends ~6 years after the event (Figure 10). If (A-B) is comprised between 0.2 and 0.5 MPa, 

the peak afterslip from December 2001 to November 2002 is ~0.5-0.6 m (Figure 9), which 

corresponds to 30% of the value derived from frictionless afterslip inversion. The equivalent 

moment is 0.95-1.81019 N m, equivalent to a Mw 6.6-6.8 earthquake. Considering the 

potential range of the effective stress (hydrostatic and lithostatic stress), values for (A-B) 

should be in the range 10-4-10-3, similar to the neutral stability frictional property for the 

lower crust gabbro (He et al., 2007). The model-predicted displacements are at most 25 mm 

at the GPS sites, one fourth of the observations. 

 
This result suggests that ~6%-11% of the early rapid deformation may be due to afterslip. 

That ratio will increase if the contribution from shallow afterslip would be considered. Note 

that the patterns of rate-strengthening governed afterslip are sensitive to the details of the 

distribution of coseismic slip. Indeed, the coseismic slip model used in this study remains too 

coarse, rendering the modeled afterslip concentrated along a narrow strip just below the 

coseismic rupture. Rate-strengthening afterslip simulations using a coseismic slip model 

similar to Wan et al. (2008) show that strike-slip component of afterslip is distributed within 

a broader region at 20-35 km depth, while the peak slip decreases to ~0.20-0.25 m, and it 

accounts for ~15%-20% of the early rapid deformation.  

 
The fact that afterslip almost levels off six years after the 2001 event, as revealed in the rate-

strengthening friction governed afterslip simulations, indicates that viscoelastic relaxation is 

the primary mechanism after that period. 

4.3 Specifying rheological model geometries 

When modeling viscoelastic relaxation for 3D postseismic deformation field, we probe 

rheological stratification that involves two main components: (1) rheological model geometry 

that is usually 3D and (2) rheological constitutive parameters. In our modeling efforts, we 
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start with the simplest case consisting of an elastic upper crust (UC) overlying a viscoelastic 

half-space (Model A, Figure 11a). Next, we consider the effects of layering (Model B, Figure 

11b): a viscoelastic lower crust (LC), with Moho offset at the southern margin of the Qaidam 

Basin, is sandwiched between the UC and viscoelastic upper mantle (UM). To test the effects 

of assigning the position of boundary across which LC goes from softer to stiffer, we 

consider three possibilities: (1) only one boundary defined by the Kunlun fault (Model C, 

Figure 11c); (2) only one boundary along the southern margin of the Qaidam Basin (Model D, 

Figure 11d); (3) an extended boundary with transitional properties (Model E, Figure 11e). To 

fit the far-field observations south of Wudaoliang (Yellow triangle in Figure 1), the last 

model includes an additional boundary trending S82°E in the vicinity of the Jinsha River 

suture (Model F, Figure 11f). The thickness of the elastic UC is set to 16.5 km, roughly 

consistent with the maximum depth of coseismic slip and 95% cutoff depth in seismicity 

(Wei et al., 2010). We do not consider uncertainties regarding the exact geologic structures 

beneath the Kunlun Shan (e.g., Moho offset or under-thrusting fault), and, for simplicity, the 

Moho for our Qaidam Basin model is at a depth of 48 km, which is 20 km shallower than the 

Moho in the Songpan-Ganzi terrane. 

 

In the following sections, the term homogeneous only applies for mechanical properties. That 

is, the lower crust is homogeneous if the viscosity is the same in this layer, even though 

lateral variation of the Moho depth does occur. 

4.4 Assessing homogeneous viscoelastic lower crust 

We use the software package Relax (Barbot & Fialko, 2010) to model the postseismic 

viscoelastic relaxation. To set up a background viscosity profile, we first define laterally 

homogeneous and depth-dependent viscosity; to implement lateral variations of viscosity, we 

next introduce cuboids whose viscosities differ from the background values. Only 

homogeneous elastic properties are considered and elastic modulus is set as 30 GPa. We 

adapt the input parameters to reflect the different conventions used by different codes, such 

as PSGRN/PSCMP (Wang et al., 2006) and VISCO1D (Pollitz, 1997). 

 

The data constraint in the first year is the cumulative displacement with the contribution from 

rate-strengthening afterslip removed. Such a simple correction may not give us the exact 

deformation due to viscoelastic relaxation, but we further discuss the effects of this correction 

in the section 5.2.  

 

For the Model A (Figure 11a), we find that no matter how we assign homogeneous or 

heterogeneous viscosities (Maxwell rheology) across the fault, azimuth discrepancies arise in 

the near field between the model predictions and observations (similar to Figure 12). To align 

with the observations, the model predictions for GPS sites located north of the Kunlun Pass 

fault (KLGD, BS33, NACH, XIDT, and GM10) and south of the Kunlun Pass fault (GL43, 

BDGD, and GL53) should be rotated respectively clockwise and anti-clockwise. 

 

The azimuth misfit does not mainly stem from potential bias in the data, but should be due to 

model limitations. That is because the first-order features of the GPS measured postseismic 

transients are reliable, although they still contain potential biases which are related to 

uncertainties in the estimates of pre-Kokoxili velocities. 

 

If additional reverse slip would be prescribed on a south dipping Kunlun pass fault in the 

coseismic slip model, the viscoelastic relaxation will induce horizontal motion toward the 

fault, which reduces the azimuth errors at the GPS sites south of the 2001 rupture. However, 
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it would also increase the azimuth errors at the sites north of the rupture. Likewise, afterslip 

with both strike slip and reverse slip cannot be used to reduce the azimuth errors in the near 

field. 

 

Introducing a larger effective viscosity for the UM compared to the LC reduces the azimuth 

discrepancies between model and data (Model B, Figure 11b). Hence, in the follow-up 

models, the viscosity of the UM is set to 1.01020 Pas, the best-fit value based on a grid 

search for the viscosities of the LC and UM in Model B. 

 

The later the post-Kokoxili GPS observations used, the larger the optimal viscosity of 

Maxwell rheology for the Model B is (Figure 13), indicating that a transient (e.g., biviscous) 

rheology is needed to fit the observations. However, for simplicity, we implement Maxwell 

rheology. For the 2001.9-2002.9 postseismic displacements, the estimated viscosity is 

~2.51018 Pas, and for the 2007-2015 Xidatan cGPS time series and the 2009-2015 

postseismic velocities, the estimated viscosity is ~3.0-4.01019 Pas. 

 

If the observations on each side of the fault are used separately to constrain the model, the 

optimal viscosity constrained by the Xidatan GPS time series on the northern side is twice the 

corresponding value constrained by the data south of the Kunlun fault (Figure 13). The model 

constrained by the 2001.9-2002.9 data on both sides over-predicts the displacements in the 

northern side (Figure 12). Therefore, this shows that lower crustal and/or upper mantle 

viscosity heterogeneities are present, requiring models with lateral heterogeneity. 

4.5 Assessing laterally heterogeneous viscoelastic lower crust 

 In our models, we implement heterogeneity in the LC by embedding cuboid(s) with different 

rheology in the LC. Three abutting cuboids, more than 750 km long in total and 200 km wide, 

are located beneath the Qaidam Basin (60 km north of the Kunlun fault, Figure 11c-f and 

Figure S18). Three additional cuboids that represent a possible rheological transition zone are 

sandwiched between the LC beneath the Qaidam Basin and the LC beneath the Songpan-

Ganzi terrane (Figure 11c-f and Figure S18). 

 

The Maxwell viscosities are respectively parameterized by ηS, ηQ, and ηT for the LC beneath 

the Songpan-Ganzi terrane, Qaidam Basin, and the transition zone in between. The 

parameters to be estimated are ηS, and ηQ/ηS for the models with only one heterogeneity 

boundary either along the Kunlun fault (ηT=ηQ, Figure 11c) or along the southern margin of 

the Qaidam Basin (ηT=ηS, Figure 11d). For the case where rheology in the transition zone is 

different from the rheologies in the adjacent regions, we also have to consider the ratio ηT /ηS 

(Figure 11e). 

 

Overall, models with LC heterogeneities fit the data better than the model with homogeneous 

LC (Models A-B versus Models C-D in Table 3, Figure 12 versus Figure 14). For the models 

with only one viscosity boundary in LC, Model C fits the data better than the Model D, 

although none of them provides satisfactory data-fitting (Figure 14 and Figure S19-S21): For 

the cumulative displacement during the first year (Figure 14), Model C under-predicts the far-

field data on both sides of the fault (at GPS sites GL63, JB51, GL78, GM10, and JB30); to 

the north of the Kunlun fault, model predictions of Model D match better the observations at 

the far-field sites, but predictions exceed the observations in the near field.  Model C and D 

also cannot fit well the 2007-2015 GPS time series data, with a misfit similar to what was 

obtained for the first year (Figure S19-S21), suggesting that the rheological structure beneath 

the Kunlun Shan differs from the neighboring regions. Therefore, we further increase the 
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model geometry complexity by incorporating a transition zone between the Songpan-Ganzi 

terrane and the Qaidam Basin (Model E, Figure 11e). 

 

In Model E, the parameters of interest are ηS, ηQ, and ηT. In the modeling efforts using model 

geometries following Models B and C, a robust conclusion is that the transient and steady-

state viscosities of the LC beneath the Songpan-Ganzi terrane should be 2.01018-3.01018 Pa 

s and ~2.01019 Pa s, respectively (Table 4). We therefore fix ηS at 3.01018 Pa s and 

2.01019 Pa s, respectively, when fitting the early and later stage GPS data, rendering the 

modeling work less computationally intensive. The parameters yet to be determined are ηT/ηS 

and ηQ/ηS. In that case, the data used in this study cannot resolve well the LC heterogeneity 

across the southern margin of the Qaidam Basin, because a lack of data in the Qaidam Basin. 

The optimal values of ηT/ηS are 1.6 and 3.5, respectively, in the first year and during the time 

period between 2007 and 2015, slightly smaller than the values ηQ/ηS being 2.0 and 4.0 for 

the Model C (ηT=ηQ, Table 4). The optimal values of ηQ/ηS for the Model E reach the upper 

limit (20.0) allowed in our modeling efforts. The Model E fits the data better than the Model 

C, as the weighted residual sum of squares is smaller (Table 3), but the improvement in data 

fitting is not visually obvious (Figure S23, similar to blue vectors in Figure 12). 

 

All the heterogeneous models tested yet under-predict the far-field displacements in the first 

year at GPS sites south of the Kunlun fault (sites GL63, JB51, GL78 in Figures 14-15). The 

model predictions for the period 2007-2015 are in magnitude marginally smaller than the 

observations at the far-field Xidatan GPS sites (Figure S20), but the uncertainties of the 

derived postseismic transients there are quite large (because the RPT there are not well 

recovered at the sites QHTT and TUOT, as in Figures 6-7). However, extrapolating the RPT 

north of the Fenghuo Shan to the region in the Qiangtang terrane, far-field postseismic 

transients in the Qiangtang terrane should still be very active six years after the 2001 event 

(perhaps about 2 mm/yr in the S82°E direction, Figure 7). 

 

To better fit the far-field data in the first year, we explore four strategies: (1) to reduce the 

viscosity of the UM, (2) to thicken the LC, (3) to include the deep afterslip, and (4) to 

customize LC heterogeneity across the Jinsha River suture (~75 km southwest of 

Wudaoliang). 

 

As the viscosity of the UM gets closer to viscosity of the LC beneath the northern Songpan-

Ganzi, the model can fit the far-field data, although it is at the expense of deteriorating near-

field data-fitting (red and purple vectors in Figure S24). For example, to fit the far-field data 

in the first year, the viscosity of the upper mantle should be smaller than ηS. We set it the 

same as ηS in the following two tests. When the ηS is 3.01018 Pa s, the azimuth errors in the 

near field increase (similar to the results for Model A in Figure 12); when the ηS is 2.01018 

Pa s, the model over-predicts the near-field observations. 

 

Increasing the thickness of the LC to 100 km (the LC in the Qaidam Basin is 80 km thick, to 

retain the 20 km Moho offset) does not help to remedy the far-field data misfit (blue vectors 

in Figure S24). To fit the far-field data, ηS should be 2.01018 Pa s, but the model over-

predicts the near-field data. If the model fits the near-field data (ηS=3.01018 Pa s), it under-

predicts the far-field data. 

 

Deep afterslip may be a potential source to explain the far-field data misfit in the 

heterogeneous models. For example, the distribution of afterslip that mimics the kinematic 
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afterslip can fit the far-field data well (Figure S17), but the magnitude of deep afterslip 

required may be too large, given the magnitude of coseismic stress loading (Figure 9). 

 

Finally, we test a model with an additional cuboid embedded in the LC beneath the 

Qiangtang terrane (Model F, Figure 11f), which is a modification of Model E. It should be 

noted that Model C-F include additional contribution from afterslip. When compared to the 

Model C-E, Model F fits better the far field data south of the Kunlun fault (red vectors in 

Figure 15). In Model F the transient viscosity of the LC beneath the Qiangtang terrane is 

4.01017 Pa s, almost an order smaller than that for the LC beneath Songpan-Ganzi. The data 

misfit achieved by the Model F can be further reduced if the viscosity of the upper mantle is 

adjusted to a value slightly smaller than 1.01020 Pa s (but greater than 2.01019 Pa s). 

 

All the comparisons, as mentioned above, emphasize the difficulty in fitting far-field data due 

to uncertainty about the actual origin of the observed deformation. If we stick to a 

conventional approach, a sound model would be a heterogeneous model with less strength 

contrast between the LC and UM, such as Model E. In this work, however, we introduced an 

alternate viscoelastic structure in which the viscosity increases stepwise northward, the 

strength of the LC is an order of magnitude smaller than the strength of the UM, and afterslip 

is appended in order to fit the joint information in the near field and far field. The preferred 

model which contains all of these elements is Model F. 

5 Discussion 

5.1 Space- and time- separable postseismic transients following strike-slip events? 

Phenomenologically, space- and time- separable horizontal deformation is a special case of 

deformation in which the deformation does not disperse spatially over time. If it was applied 

to postseismic deformation, the spatial pattern of postseismic transients is what we see when 

the system is fully relaxed, and it decays following only one mode of temporal function. 

Previous studies on the Mojave earthquakes seem to support space- and time- separable 

postseismic deformation (Fialko, 2004; Savage & Svarc, 2009). In the Kokoxili case, 

however, the GPS observations apparently show that the space- and time- separable 

deformation does not apply (Figure 7a). Evident in the GPS data are two modes of 

deformation with different spatial-temporal patterns that should be related to at least two 

sources (afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation). The data available are not dense enough to 

assess the exact relative contribution of afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation in the first year. 

If afterslip were a secondary process during the early period, the remaining postseismic 

transients during the same period should be due to viscoelastic relaxation. Then, the two 

modes of deformation visible in the data are dictated by layering of the models (e.g., 

thickness of the elastic layer) and transient and steady-state viscosities assigned for the 

viscoelastic medium. 

5.2 Comparisons with previous geodetic studies 

Previous geodetic studies (Diao et al., 2011; He et al., 2018; Ryder et al., 2011; Shao et al., 

2008; Wen et al., 2012) did not explore the possibilities of LC heterogeneity in a way as 

comprehensive as we have here (Figure 11). The modeling attempts presented here still have 

limitations and the conclusions depend on how accurately the postseismic transients are 

derived, especially at our Xidatan GPS sites. Nonetheless, our modeling efforts reveal 

complexities of the LC rheological structure of the northern Tibetan Plateau. The LC 

viscosity boundary across the Kunlun fault is undoubtedly required by the GPS data used in 
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this study. The LC viscosity boundary along the southern margin of the Qaidam Basin is not 

well resolved by our data, although it has been already well recognized in previous 

geophysical (Karplus et al., 2011; Zhu & Helmberger, 1998) and geodetic studies (He et al., 

2018). Another viscosity boundary may be present along the Jinsha River suture, but more 

far-field data are needed to verify this conclusion (e.g., He et al., 2018). If the far-field GPS 

observations south of the Fenghuo Shan after 2007 exhibit active postseismic transients, LC 

rheology anomaly beneath the Qiangtang terrane would be a robust conclusion. A 

heterogeneous model without a LC viscosity boundary located along the Jinsha River suture 

can fit the far-field data well, although it over-predicts the near-field displacements at GPS 

sites BDGD, GL53, and GL57 (Figure 13, Ryder et al., 2011); another heterogeneous model, 

with elastic upper crust overlying viscoelastic half-space and LC viscosity boundaries along 

the Kunlun fault and the southern margin of the Qaidam Basin, fit the near- and intermediate-

field data well, but systematically underestimates the observed deformation south of the 

Jinsha River suture (He et al., 2018). Those two limitations of the published heterogeneous 

models can be much reduced when an additional LC viscosity boundary is set along the 

Jinsha River suture and the viscosity of upper mantle is much larger than that of the lower 

crust (similar to Model F in Figure 11). 

 

Estimates of the effective viscosity, in particular the transient viscosity, rely on how 

accurately relative contributions from afterslip and from viscoelastic relaxation are 

determined. Postseismic transients due to afterslip may be larger than that predicted by the 

rate-strengthening afterslip model, considering that we have not modeled the shallow and 

deeper afterslip that should have occurred. If most of the early rapid deformation was induced 

by afterslip, one of the consequences in modeling postseismic viscoelastic relaxation would 

be that univiscous rheology is sufficient to fit both the early and later-stage data. Considering 

the chemical and physical conditions in the LC beneath the Tibetan Plateau (e.g., high 

temperature (Owens & Zandt, 1997)), however, rocks exhibiting both transient and steady-

state rheology are more likely (Bürgmann & Dresen, 2008). 

 

We first compare the optimal viscosities of the LC beneath the northern portion of Songpan-

Ganzi terrane obtained in this study with optimal viscosities estimated using laterally 

homogeneous models from previous studies. The optimal transient viscosity in our study 

agrees within uncertainties with the results based on similar data, although including only the 

first year after the event (Diao et al., 2011), but is two times larger than the optimal transient 

viscosity (9×1017 Pa s) constrained from post-Kokoxili relaxation GPS time series for the 

same time interval (Ryder et al., 2011). This is probably due to the fact that the cumulative 

displacements derived from the 2001-2002 GPS time series cannot constrain the temporal 

evolution of early rapid deformation as well as the 2001-2012 GPS position time series. The 

optimal steady-state viscosity in this study is consistent with previous results (~1-2×1019 Pa 

s) based on 2003-2007/2008 InSAR line-of-sight displacements  (Ryder et al., 2011; Wen et 

al., 2012). 

 

We then compare the optimal viscosities derived from heterogeneous models. The optimal 

transient viscosity of the LC beneath the northern Songpan-Ganzi terrane in this study 

(2×1018-3×1018 Pa s) is two to three times larger than 9×1017 Pas, the value derived for a 

model in which heterogeneity occurs along the southern margin of the Qaidam Basin  (Ryder 

et al., 2011) and four to six times larger than 5×1017 Pa s, the value derived from a model in 

which the viscosity boundary is placed along the Kunlun fault (Shao et al., 2008). The 

transient and steady-state viscosities for the LC beneath the northern Songpan-Ganzi terrane 

are marginally larger than the corresponding values (1.5×1018 Pa s and 1.5×1019 Pa s) for 
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Burgers rheology constrained by GPS observations from 2001 to 2007 (He et al., 2018). The 

transient viscosity derived for the Qaidam LC is larger than the value 5×1018 Pa s derived in 

He et al. (2018). The ratio of viscosity heterogeneity for the steady-state viscosity can be up 

to 15, roughly consistent with the value of 10 in He et al. (2018). 

 

Our steady-state viscosity of the lower crust beneath the northern Songpan-Ganzi terrane 

agrees with those in the plastosphere derived from laterally homogeneous earthquake-cycle 

deformation models constrained by pre-Kokoxili GPS velocities alone (Hilley et al., 2005; 

Hilley et al., 2009). Another modeling effort on earthquake-cycle deformation allowing for 

viscoelastic flow in a mid-crustal layer alone, however, showed that a model with 1018.2-1018.8 

Pa s layer at 20-30 km depth can explain both pre- and post-Kokoxili velocities (DeVries & 

Meade, 2013). Several points, however, should be emphasized: (1) The upper bound (1018.8 

Pa s), not well defined, is based on pre-Kokoxili GPS velocities; (2) The lower bound on the 

steady viscosity (1018.2 Pa s) is constrained by fast post-Kokoxili rate (62±4 mm/yr) at only 

one near-field site, BDGD. 

5.3 Rheological structure beneath the northern Tibetan Plateau 

Although most geodetic estimates of the lower crustal viscosity are not consistent with 

corresponding values for the “channel flow” model (e.g., Clark & Royden, 2000; Royden et 

al., 1997), we cannot draw conclusions regarding whether the “channel flow” model applies 

to the northern Tibetan Plateau without considering the difference between the relevant 

timescales and the trade-off between parameters in the models. Geodetic estimates are 

accounting for decadal time scale, while the corresponding estimates for the “channel flow” 

model account for geological time scale.  Based on Model F, the transient viscosity of LC 

south of the Jinsha River suture might be ~4.01017 Pa s; the effective viscosity at the decadal 

time scale should be an order of magnitude larger (>4.01018 Pa s); and the steady-state 

viscosities of LC elsewhere in the northern Tibetan Plateau are of the order of 1019 Pa s, at 

least an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding value required by the “channel flow” 

model (<1018 Pa s). Furthermore, short-term estimates of the lower crustal viscosity may 

increase by one to two orders when the data for a longer time scale response are used to 

constrain a specific mechanical model (e.g., Henriquet et al., 2019). This finding, when 

combined with our results, suggests that geodetic data may not support the “channel flow” 

model for the northern Tibetan Plateau. However, estimates of the lower crustal viscosity 

scale with the layer thickness of the modeled lower crust to a power three (e.g., Henriquet et 

al., 2019).  If we adjust the thickness of the lower crust from ~50 km (as in our model) to 15 

km (as in the “channel flow” model), south of the Jinsha River suture, geodetic estimates of 

lower crustal viscosity will decrease by almost one order of magnitude, to ~1016 Pa s, which 

is consistent with that of the “channel flow” model. Nonetheless, it remains unclear where the 

15 km thick layer would be located in the lower crust (at the top, at the bottom, or at the 

intermediate depth of the lower crust); when we consider the effects of time-dependent 

increase of the estimates of viscosity, geodetic estimates might not support the “channel flow” 

model for the northern Tibetan Plateau (e.g., Henriquet et al., 2019). For the other regions in 

the northern Tibetan Plateau (e.g., Sonpan-Ganzi terrane), the geodetic estimates are still 

larger than the corresponding value of the “channel flow” model. 

 

Effective viscosity of the LC may exhibit stepwise increase from the central Tibetan Plateau, 

across the Kunlun fault, to the Qaidam Basin (Figures 11 and 16). The increase of LC 

viscosity across the Kunlun fault is a robust feature according to modeling the post-Kokoxili 

GPS measurements. Less is known about the LC heterogeneity in the Songpan-Ganzi and 

Qiangtang terrane. The LC viscosity boundaries beneath those two terranes should be related 
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to expressions in the surface topography. As the Jinsha River suture defines the boundary 

between the two terranes (Figure 1), along which topography anomaly does exist, LC 

heterogeneity should be expected there.  The geodetic data used in this study appear to 

support that feature (to fit the far-field postseismic transients).  The topography on both sides 

of Wudaoliang is relatively flat, but the position of Wudaoliang coincides with a SEE-striking 

topography bulge (~200 m higher than the neighboring regions on both sides).  We tested the 

case with a viscosity boundary located in the vicinity of Wudaoliang and we found that this 

model can be used to fit the far-field postseismic transients but over-predicts near-field 

postseismic transients at the GPS sites south of the Kunlun fault. 

 

6 Conclusions 

We analyzed pre- and post-Kokoxili GPS measurements across the 2001 rupture to better 

understand the lower crustal heterogeneity in the northern Tibetan Plateau. We again confirm 

that the trade-off between the estimates of the secular velocities and long-term postseismic 

transients could not be resolved well by the analysis of GPS position time series alone if pre-

earthquake observations are insufficient, as suggested by studies of Landers and Hector Mine 

earthquakes in California (Liu et al., 2015). It is because of this trade-off that we must 

interpret both interseismic and postseismic deformation signals cautiously. In fact, operating 

a GPS network after a large earthquake in a region without any pre-earthquake geodetic 

observations nearby might be partly futile unless the observations last for decades or longer 

until the postseismic transients die out. Nonetheless, for the Kokoxili case, we extracted 

residual postseismic transient velocities in the nominally interseismic GPS velocities derived 

from post-Kokoxili GPS measurements and show that postseismic deformation was still 

significant during the period 2007-2015 when its maximum rate reaches ~10 mm/yr. We 

show that residual postseismic transient velocities are characterized by high shear strain rate 

across the KLF. 

 
GPS measurements across the KLF since 2001 reveal that postseismic transients diffused 

away from the coseismic rupture through time. It is the first direct observational evidence for 

that pattern for a large strike-slip earthquake in the Tibetan Plateau. This is also clear 

evidence for space- and time- inseparable postseismic transients that signify multiple physical 

processes and complexity of rheological property. GPS measurements also reveal asymmetric 

postseismic deformation following the 2001 Kokoxili earthquake. Postseismic transients to 

the south are larger than those to the north, with the asymmetry ratio of 2 one year after the 

2001 event and more than 3 six years later. 

 

We explain the early rapid postseismic transients during the first one year by both deep 

afterslip and viscoelastic relaxation. In the stress-driven afterslip models, the maximum 

afterslip governed by rate-strengthening friction is ~0.5 m, which is 30% of the upper bound 

(1.5 m) derived from frictionless afterslip model. The stress-driven afterslip appears to be 

localized along a narrow band above ~25 km and below the fault patches with large 

coseismic slip. Afterslip accounts for ~10% of the signals in this period, but the proportion 

can increase to ~20%. The remaining signals are ascribed to viscoelastic relaxation. 

 

Based on our Xidatan cGPS observations during the period 2007-2015, we ascribe the 

ongoing postseismic transients mainly to active viscoelastic relaxation given that the rate-

strengthening friction governed afterslip almost level off six years after the 2001 event. When 

we consider viscoelastic relaxation to fit all the GPS data available in this study, transient 

(e.g., biviscous) rheology is required to explain the post-Kokoxili GPS data. If Maxwell 
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rheology is alternatively implemented, the lower crust viscosity (Maxwell body) estimated 

for the northern Songpan-Ganzi terrane is as low as 2×1018-3×1018 Pa s from the early rapid 

data in the first year, and it increases to ~2×1019 Pa s 6-14 years after the event. However, the 

transient viscosity value (2×1018-3×1018 Pa s) should be close to the lower bound value 

because the role of afterslip may be under-estimated. 

 

Post-Kokoxili GPS measurements reveal that heterogeneity exists in the lower crust beneath 

the northern Tibetan Plateau. Overall, the transient and steady-state viscosities of the lower 

crust north of the Kunlun fault are ~2 (greater than 2 is acceptable) and ~4 (greater than 2 is 

acceptable) times the viscosities of lower crust in the southern side (Figure S25), respectively. 

However, the rheological properties of the lower crust beneath the Kunlun Shan (just to the 

north of the Kunlun fault) show intermediate viscosity values compared to those of the lower 

crust for the abutting regions (Figure S26, the Songpan-Ganzi terrane and the Qaidam Basin).  

 

To thoroughly explore the effects of afterslip on and below the coseismic rupture and the 

rheological structure of the northern Tibetan Plateau, geodetic data with better spatial-

temporal resolution should be used in the follow-up studies. The stepwise increase of the 

viscosities of the lower crust from the Qiangtang terrane across the Kunlun fault and to the 

Qaidam Basin should be one of the foci in the follow-up studies on the postseismic 

deformation field following the 2001 event. We anticipate that models that show this feature 

can afford us a viable alternative to reconcile the far-field and near-field GPS measurements 

(He et al., 2018). 
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Table 1. GPS velocities for the period 2007-2015 in a Eurasia-fixed reference frame 

 

Site Lon (°) Lat (°) VE
a VN

a 

 

σE 

 

 

σN 

 

corr VE_prea
 VN_prea 

TXSN 
95.645 37.469 7.9 5.6 0.67 0.69 0.101 9.1 (7.6-10.0) 5.4 (5.3-5.6) 

NSNK 
94.804 36.200 7.6 6.6 0.64 0.68 0.062 10.0 (8.5-10.9) 6.3 (6.1-6.5) 

QHGEb 
94.772 36.145 8.0 7.0 0.75 0.77 0.045 10.2 (8.7-11.1) 6.7 (6.6-6.9) 

XGGU 
94.795 36.062 7.7 7.2 0.64 0.66 0.057 10.3 (8.8-11.2) 6.8 (6.7-7.0) 

SCHK 
94.348 35.853  7.9 7.5 0.64 0.67 0.044 11.1 (9.2-11.7) 7.0 (7.0-7.3) 

XDTN 
94.337 35.764 9.2 7.7  0.64 0.67  0.039 11.8 (9.8-12.4) 7.3 (7.3-7.6) 

DDTNc 
94.544 35.742 15.2 15.6 4.40 4.28 0.001 13.0 (11.0-13.5) 15.9 (15.8-16.2) 

HCGU 
94.936 35.734 10.7 7.2 0.69 0.72 0.037 11.4 (9.5-12.0) 7.1 (7.0-7.4) 

WENQ 
95.262 35.734 11.7 7.3 0.79 0.79 0.030 11.2 (9.3-11.8) 7.4 (7.3-7.6) 

YZSE 
94.284 35.561 21.1 4.7 0.65 0.68 0.027 13.9 (13.3-16.7) 5.7 (5.3-5.8) 

DUOX 
94.132 35.054 23.4 3.7 0.67 0.69 -0.001 15.8 (14.8-18.6) 4.8 (4.4-4.9) 

FHSN 
92.919 34.663 21.6 8.1 1.05 1.20 -0.017 17.9 (16.4-19.9) 8.6 (8.4-8.8) 

QHTTb 
92.438 34.217 18.7 9.1 0.84 0.97 -0.050 20.4 (18.7-22.9) 8.9 (8.5-9.1) 

a The velocities in the fourth and fifth columns, respectively (VE, east-directed velocity) and 

(VN, north-directed velocity), have contributions from both secular motions and postseismic 
transients. The pre-Kokoxili velocities (mm/yr) are in the last two columns (see section 3). 
Shown in the parentheses are the rates in the 70% confidence level. 
b CMONOC sites whose data have been analyzed together with our Xidatan cGPS 

observations, using GAMIT/GLOBK. 
c DDTN site only had a few months of data and is not used in the subsequent analysis. 
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Table 2. GPS datasets used in this study 
 

Name Time Type References 

CMONOC-I 1994-2001 Campaign GPS ( Wang et al., 2003b; Zhang et al., 2004) 

CMONOC-II 2009-2015 Campaign GPS (Zheng et al., 2017)  

QZ profile Dec. 2001- Nov. 2002 Campaign|Continuous GPS (Ren & Wang, 2005) 

XDT profile 2007-2015 Continuous GPS This study 
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Table 3. Model fit to the data (Weighted residual sum of squares) 

 

                Time   

Model        

2001.9-2002.9 2007-2015 2009-2015 

Model A 

911.01 1574907.53 58.04 

Model B 

665.58 1371279.31 58.08 

Model C 

592.53 523267.92 27.75 

Model D 

676.50 1257466.51 52.77 

Model E 

574.20 517421.67 28.37 

Model F 516.28 510934.22 31.96 
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Table 4. Optimal viscosities (Maxwell rheology) 

 

Time       2001.9-2002.9 2007-2015 2009-2015 

Parameters ηS
a ηT/ηS ηQ/ηS ηS

a ηT/ηS ηQ/ηS ηS
a ηT/ηS ηQ/ηS 

Model A 3.0 
－ － 

30.0 
－ － 

40.0 
－ － 

Model B 2.5 
－ － 

30.0 
－ － 

40.0 
－ － 

Model C 3.0 2.0 2.0 20.0 4.0 4.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 

Model D 3.0 1.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 20.0 

Model E 2.0 1.6 20.0 20.0 3.5 15.0 20.0 10.0 20.0 

Model Fb 2.0 1.6 20.0 20.0 3.5 15.0 20.0 10.0 20.0 

a Unit: 1 EPa s = 1.01018 Pa s. The parameters ηS, ηQ, and ηT are the Maxwell viscosity of 

the LC beneath the Songpan-Ganzi terrane, Qaidam Basin, and the transition zone in 
between, respectively. 

b Transient and steady LC viscosities beneath the Qiangtang are 4.01017 Pa s and 

2.01019 Pa s, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Tectonic setting of the northern Tibetan Plateau. The red (compressional quadrant) 

and black beach balls indicate the focal mechanisms for the 2001 Mw7.8 Kokoxili and other 
moderate-sized and large earthquakes, respectively. Red squares represent the Xidatan 
GPS sites installed since 2007-2009. The pre-Kokoxili CMONOC-I GPS velocities (1998-
2001) relative to the stable Eurasia are shown by blue vectors tipped with 95% confidence 
error ellipses. Green thick line shows the mapped surface trace of coseismic rupture. 
Orange line indicates the Qingzand Road. The yellow square indicates the location of 
Wudaoliang. Dash lines represent the suture zone (e.g., JRS=Jinsha River suture zone). 
Geological regions are abbreviated as: QT=Qiangtang terrane; SG=Songpan-Ganzi terrane; 
QB=Qaidam Basin; TB=Tarim Basin. Mountains are abbreviated as: FHS=Fenghuo Shan; 
KLS=Kunlun Shan; XTS=Xitie Shan; QLS=Qilian Shan. Faults in the region are abbreviated 
as:KLF=Kunlun fault, KLPF=Kunlun Pass fault, ATF=AltynTagh fault, GYF=Ganzi-Yushu 
fault, NATF=Northern AltynTagh fault, MCF=MargaiCaka fault, and MGF=Maduo-Gande 
fault. The studying area is outlined by the red rectangle in the lower left plot in which a ~40-
50 mm/yr northeast-directed blue vector indicates the rate of India-Asia collision. 
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Figure 2. cGPS measurements along the Xidatan profile. The figure in the middle shows the 
geographic distribution of Xidatan GPS sites (red squares), CMONOC-I GPS sites (blue 
squares), coseismic rupture of the 2001 event (green line), and the Kunlun fault (thick black 
line). The surrounding subplots show the GPS position time series relative to the Qaidam 
Basin. 
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Figure 3. Map showing the 1998-2001 CMONOC-I (red vectors), 2009-2015 CMONOC-II 
(purple vectors) and 2007-2015 Xidatan (blue vectors) GPS velocities as well as 2001.9-
2002.9 post-Kokoxili displacements (blue vectors in the lower right sub-figure whose 
boundary is shown by dashed line in the main figure) in the area adjacent to the Xidatan 
segment of the Kunlun fault. Vectors tipped with 39.3% confidence error ellipses in the main 
figure indicate the motion of the GPS sites relative to the Qaidam Basin.  GPS velocities at 
two CMONOC sites (QHGE and QHTT) are plotted using the same color as our Xidatan 
cGPS velocities (also the same in Figure 4), as raw data of those two sites are processed 
together using GAMIT/GLOBK in this study. 
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Figure 4. Pre-Kokoxili CMONOC-I (red dots), post-Kokoxili CMONOC-II (purple dots), and 

Xidatan (blue dots) GPS velocities versus perpendicular distance from the Kunlun fault. (a) 
Fault-parallel component. (b) Fault-perpendicular component. The azimuth of the fault is 
taken to be S82°E. The green curves are model prediction from an optimum 2D dislocation 
model (see section 3.2), and the other curves are color-coded according to the probability.  
Error bars are one standard deviations on either side of the data points (after two steps of 
reference transformation, the 1-sigma uncertainties of the S82°E directed velocities are 
amplified by a factor of about two, to ~0.8-2.0 mm/yr for our Xidatan data and 1.5-3.9 mm/yr 
for CMONOC-I data, respectively). The short black vertical line at 17.4 km and -135.2 km 
indicate the positions of the Xidatan segment of the Kunlun fault and Fenghuoshan segment 
of the Ganzi-Yushu fault, respectively. The red and blue characters represent site names of 
the CMONOC-I and Xidatan GPS sites, respectively. 
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Figure 5. Surface deformation predicted from 2D dislocation models with shear modulus 

contrast across the fault (μB and μQ are the shear modulus for the Songpan-Ganzi terrane 
and Qaidam Basin, respectively). As a reference, the case for homogeneous shear modulus 
is shown in subplot (a). Red and blue lines indicate the model fit to the pre- and post-Kokoxili 
data, respectively. Colored characters represent the values of the parameters. The strike-slip 
rates in subplots (b) and (c) are 15 mm/yr and 10 mm/yr, respectively. Brown and black lines 
in subplots (b) and (c) indicate the cases for the ratio of shear modulus contrast being 1.56 
and 10, respectively. The green vectors in subplot (c) schematically illustrate the potential 
postseismic transients. The blue curve is a model prediction of interseismic deformation (due 
to creeping at 10 mm/yr below 15 km) plus postseismic deformation (due to 70 mm/yr 
afterslip at 15-65 km depth, with the ratio of shear modulus contrast being 5 to get more 
deformation to the south of the fault). 
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Figure 6. Map view of the postseismic transients in the post-Kokoxili GPS velocities derived 
by different methods (v1- v2, in which v1 is derived from post-Kokoxili GPS data and v2 is 
derived from different methods). Purple vectors represent the benchmark postseismic 
transients at JB30 and JB51. Blue and red vectors for postseismic transients at CMONOC-II 
and Xidatan GPS sites, respectively, are obtained from 2D dislocation model (Text S5). The 
fault-normal motion correction has been made at DUOX and YZSE. Black and orange 
vectors show postseismic transients derived using 3D elastic block model (Text S6) and 
velocity interpolation (observed minus model predictions), respectively. Error ellipses are at 
the 39.3% confidence level.  The focal mechanism for the 2001 event is from Tocheport et 
al., (2006). Dark green thick line shows the mapped surface trace of the 2001 rupture. 
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Figure 7. Fault-parallel postseismic transients versus perpendicular distance from the 2001 
rupture. (a) A compilation of postseismic transients from December 2001 to 2015 as 
measured by GPS and InSAR. (b) Close-up view of the postseismic transients during the 
time period from 2007/2009 to 2015. The red horizontal vectors heading away from the fault 
(ZERO distance) and red vector along the blue dash line illustrate how postseismic 
transients diffuse and decay with time (from 2001.9-2002.9 to 2007/2009-2015), respectively. 
Cyan and green squares are postseismic velocities averaged over 2007/2009-2015 for the 
CMONOC-II campaign GPS and Xidatan cGPS sites, respectively. The red error bars 
indicate the range within 70% confidence level based on Monte Carlo simulations (gray-
black colored dots in subplot (b)) using 2D dislocation model. The purple dots with error bars 
are benchmark postseismic transients at JB51 and JB30. Red dots represent fault-parallel 
postseismic transients at the GPS sites in the first year after the 2001 event (December 
2001-November 2002). Gray dots are fault-parallel postseismic transients (October, 2003-
October, 2004) that are approximated from InSAR line-of-sight (LOS) displacement (Track 
362, Figure 10 in Ryder et al. (2011)) on the basis of dominant east-west directed horizontal 
deformation and negligible vertical deformation for a strike-slip faulting on an almost east-
west striking fault. Because InSAR LOS data are prone to some bias due to non-tectonic 
motion that is not easy to remove in the data processing, the asymmetry pattern is not as 
clear as that shown in both early post- and later post-Kokoxili GPS observations. 
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Figure 8. Postseismic GPS position time series at the Xidatan GPS sites minus steady 
motion based on nominally interseismic velocities derived from standard GPS time series 
analysis (blue dots) and the same velocities but with potential postseismic transients 
removed (red and black dots). Error bars are one-sigma formal error. The range bounded by 
black dots indicates the 70% confidence level. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of deep afterslip. Shown in subplot (a) is the coseismic slip and 

associated coseismic shear stress change at rake=0° on the fault plane below. Shown in 
subplots (b), (c), and (d) are distribution of afterslip from kinematic inversion, stress-driven 
frictionless afterslip simulation, and rate-strengthening friction governed afterslip simulation, 
respectively. 
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Figure 10. Temporal evolution of rate-strengthening friction governed afterslip on selected 

fault patches. Subplots (a), (b), and (c) show the results on the three columns (from west to 
east) of fault patches outlined by thick black lines in Figure 9d. In each subplot, the blue, red, 
purple, green, and black dots (lines) represent the temporal evolution of afterslip on fault 
patches at increasing depths (from 17-32 km). 
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Figure 11. Schematic model geometry for (a) elastic UC overlying viscoelastic half-space 
(Model A), (b) laterally homogeneous viscoelastic LC sandwiched between elastic UC and 
viscoelastic UM (Model B), (c) laterally heterogeneous viscoelastic LC across the Kunlun 
fault sandwiched between elastic UC and viscoelastic UM (Model C); (d) the same as (c) but 
the heterogeneity boundary is along the southern margin of the Qaidam Basin (Model D); (e) 
a transition zone in the LC (marked by light blue rectangle) between the Kunlun fault and the 
southern margin of the Qaidam Basin (Model E); (f) the same as (e) but with an additional 
heterogeneity boundary trending S82°E along the Jinsha River suture (dashed line in Model 
F). The dotted lines mark the positions of southern boundary of Qaidam Basin and Jinsha 
River suture, respectively. Also shown in model geometries (b)-(f) are the Moho depth 
variation across the southern margin of the Qaidam Basin. The sense of deformation is 
schematically illustrated by curve lines across the fault (thick black line in the UC) and its 
down-dip extension. Lower crustal heterogeneity is indicated by colored rectangles. 
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Figure 12. Map showing model predictions with respect to the 1-year cumulative 

displacement in the first year after the 2001 event. Black vectors are the observations with 
the contributions from afterslip removed. Blue and red vectors are model predictions from 
Model A and B. 
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Figure 13. Weighted residual sum of squares as a function of viscosity of the lower crust 

(Model B). Shown in subplot (a), (b), and (c) are the results constrained by all the data, the 
data only in the northern side and in the southern side, respectively. The red, black, and 
cyan curves are for the 1-year cumulative displacement in the first year after the 2001 event, 
postseismic relaxation signals of the Xidatan GPS data (2007-2015), and post-Kokoxili 
CMONOC-II velocities (2009-2015), respectively. 
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Figure 14. Similar to Figure 12, but with model predictions from Model C and D. 
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Figure 15. Similar to Figure 12, but with model predictions from Model C and F. 
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Figure 16. Schematic lithospheric structure of the northern Tibetan Plateau as inferred in 

this study. The topmost layer is the topography. The red line on the topography is the 
surface trace of the Kunlun fault. The three layers below represent the rheological structure 
inferred in this study (Figure 11f). Stepwise increase of the LC viscosity is schematically 
represented by the transition of warm colors to cool colors (orange, yellow, light blue, and 
blue). The question marks indicate that the viscosities of these regions are not well 
constrained because of insufficient far-field GPS data (e.g., rheological structure related to 
the underthrusting of the Indian plate beneath the Tibetan Plateau.). The vertical scale for 
the topography is exaggerated by a factor of ten. 

 


